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Utility mining has recently been an important issue due to its wide applications. An 

itemset in traditional utility mining considers individual profits and quantities of items in 
transactions regardless of its length. The average-utility measure, which is the total utility 
of an itemset divided by its number of items within it, was then proposed to reveal a better 
utility effect than the original utility measure. A mining algorithm was also proposed to find 
high average-utility itemsets from a transaction database. However, the previous mining 
approach was based on the principle of level-wise processing to find high average-utility 
itemsets from a database. In this paper, we thus propose an efficient average-utility mining 
approach which adopts a projection technique and an indexing mechanism to speed up the 
execution and reduce the memory requirement in the mining process. The proposed ap-
proach can project relevant sub-databases for mining, thus avoiding some unnecessary 
checking. In addition, a pruning strategy is also designed to reduce the number of unprom-
ising itemsets in mining. Finally, the experimental results on synthetic datasets and two real 
datasets show the superior performance of the proposed approach. 
 
Keywords: data mining, association rule mining, utility mining, average utility, indexing 
mechanism 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In knowledge discovery, the main purpose of data mining is to extract desired patterns 
or rules from databases. Many related techniques in data mining have also widely been 
applied to various practical applications, such as supermarket promotions, biomedical data 
applications, multimedia data applications, mobile data applications, and so forth. Of these, 
association-rule mining [3] is one of the most important issues in data mining since it, 
which can be used to find frequent itemsets from databases, is a fundamental work for 
knowledge discovery. However, an itemset in traditional association-rule mining only con-
sider the occurrence of items. Thus, it does not reflect any other factors, such as price, cost 
or profit. In addition, the same significance in association-rule mining is also assumed for 
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all the items in a database. The actual significance of an itemset cannot then easily be rec-
ognized. For example, assume there is an itemset like “{DVD players, LCD TVs}”. Al-
though it may not be high frequency in comparison with sale of breads, it may contribute 
a large portion to the overall profit in a database due to LCD TVs. In order to deal with 
this, a new discussed issue, namely utility mining, was thus proposed by Chan et al., in 
2003 [4]. In this issue, they considered both the individual profits and quantities of prod-
ucts (items) in a database, and used both the factors to measure the actual utility for each 
itemset in the database. Thus the high utility itemsets, which had their utility values larger 
than or equal to a predefined threshold, were found as the desired. 

In utility mining, however, the actual utility value of an itemset is the summation of 
the utility values of all items in it all the transactions including it regardless of its length. 
Thus, the actual utility values of itemsets are increased along with the increase of their 
lengths. However, itemsets with different lengths by using the same utility threshold in 
utility mining together are measured whether they are really high utility itemsets or not. 
Accordingly, it is not fair for the condition above. Hong et al. then proposed an aver-
age-utility measure to deal with the problem above [9]. The measure also considered the 
number of all items in an itemset in addition to profits and quantities of items used in the 
original utility measure. The actual average-utility of an itemset could be defined as the 
summation of all utility values of all items in it in transactions appearing it divided by its 
number of items within it. Also, since the downward-closure property used in utility min-
ing was not directly applied to the average-utility mining, they designed an average-util- 
ity upper bound [9], which the average-utility upper bound of an itemset was defined as 
the summation of the maximal utility among utility values of items in each transaction ap-
pearing it. However, although this upper bound was applied to their proposed two-phase 
average-utility (TPAU) approach, TPAU adopted a level-wise technique to achieve the 
mining task. Thus, it may have to spend a good deal of time cost generating a large num-
ber of candidates and counting their upper bounds. 

The concept of projection techniques is borrowed from the query language of data-
base management systems. In database queries, the records satisfying a query condition are 
extracted from the database as the temporary results, and this idea has also been applied to 
the field of data mining. For example, Han et al. used the projection technique to sequen-
tial pattern mining [14], which was extended from association-rule mining with addi-
tional consideration of the time factor. In their approach, each candidate sequence could 
be thought of as a query condition, and the tuples in a database which contained these 
sequences were projected.  

In this paper, we thus propose an efficient projection-based approach for mining high 
average-utility itemsets (PBAU) and design a new indexing structure to implement it. In 
particular, an effective pruning strategy is also adopted to avoid generating unpromising 
candidates in the mining. In addition, both the average-utility upper bound and the actual 
average-utility values of itemsets in our proposed approach are calculated at the same time. 
Both the memory usage and the efficiency can thus be raised for mining. The experimental 
results also show that the memory requirement is less than that needed by the TPAU al-
gorithm [9] when working with both of synthetic datasets and two real datasets, BMSPOS 
and chess [6], and also PBAU executes faster than TPAU. 

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. Some related works are 
reviewed in section 2. The problem to be solved and the proposed mining algorithm with 
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an indexing structure and a pruning strategy for finding high average-utility itemsets from 
a set of data are stated in section 3. An example is given to illustrate the execution process 
of the proposed algorithm in section 4. The experimental evaluation is shown in section 5. 
Conclusions and future works are finally given in section 6. 

2. RELATED WORK 

As mentioned in the part of Introduction, the main propose of data mining is to ex-
tract desired patterns or rules from a set of data. One common type of data mining is to 
derive association rules from transaction data, such that the presence of certain items in a 
transaction will imply the presence of some other items. In order to achieve this purpose, 
Agrawal et al. proposed several mining algorithms based on the concept of large itemsets 
to find association rules from transaction data [1-3]. In association-rule mining, only binary 
itemsets are thus considered. In real-world applications, however, products bought in trans-
actions contain both profits and quantities. In particular, some high-profit products may 
occur with low frequency in a transaction database. For example, both jewel and diamond 
have high utility values but may not be frequent product combinations when compared to 
food and drink in a transaction database. Thus high-profit but low-frequency itemsets may 
not be found by the traditional association-rule mining approaches. To deal with this, Chan 
et al. proposed utility mining to discover high utility itemsets from a database [4]. In this 
study [4], a utility itemset considers not only the quantities of the items in transactions, but 
also their profits. Formally, local transaction utility and external utility are used to measure 
the utility of an item. The local transaction utility of an item is directly obtained from the 
information stored in a transaction database, like the quantity of the item sold in a trans-
action. The external utility of an item, like its profit, is given by users, and can be repre-
sented by a utility table or a utility function. By using a transaction dataset and a utility 
table together, the discovered itemset is able to better match a user’s expectations than if 
found by considering only the transaction dataset itself. 

However, association-rule mining keeps the downward-closure property, but utility 
mining does not, and thus the latter is much harder than the former. Liu et al. proposed a 
two-phase utility mining algorithm to discover high utility itemsets from a database by 
adopting the downward-closure property [13], and this approach was named as the trans-
action-weighted utilization (abbreviated as TWU) model. It used the summation of utility 
values of all the items in a transaction as the upper bound of any itemset in that transaction 
to keep the downward-closure property. Based on the model [13], several other studies 
about utility mining have also been published [5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 17-20].  

In utility mining, however, the actual utility of an itemset is increased along with the 
increase of its number of items within it. It is thus not fair for using the same utility thresh-
old to judge whether an itemest with different length is a high utility itemset or not. To 
deal with this, Hong et al. proposed a new measure (called average-utility measure), which 
considered the effect of itemset length in addition to profits and quantities of items, to 
reveal a better utility effect for itemsets [9]. The actual average-utility of an itemset could 
be defined as the summation of all utility values of all items in it in transactions appearing 
it divided by its number of items within it. Then, the average-utility measure could effec-
tively be reduced the search space of finding high utility itemsets required by using origi-
nal utility one. In addition, Hong et al. designed an average-utility upper bound, which the 
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average-utility upper bound of an itemset was defined as the summation of the maximal 
utility among utility values of items in each transaction appearing it. The upper bound in 
their proposed algorithm (two-phase average-utility mining algorithm, TPAU) was then 
applied to overestimate all possible high average-utility itemsets in a database [9]. Its proc-
ess could be divided into two phases. In the first phase, the average-utility upper bound 
was adopted to all high average-utility upper bound itemsets (HAUUB) level by level, 
which their average-utility upper bound values satisfy the minimum average-utility thresh-
old. In the second phase, an additional database scan is required to find their actual av-
erage-utility values in the database. Finally, the average-utility itemsets which their actual 
average-utility values were larger than or equal to the minimum threshold, were found 
from the set of HAUUB. However, since the TPAU algorithm has to generate a large num-
ber of candidates and to count their average-utility upper bounds, it has to spend a good 
deal of time cost dealing with them. 

3. THE PROPOSED MINING ALGORITHM 

In this paper, the problem is to find the itemsets with their average-utility values lar-
ger than or equal to a predefined minimum average-utility threshold. Two strategies, in-
cluding the indexing mechanism and the pruning strategy, in our algorithm are utilized to 
help its execution efficiency. The indexing mechanism is then described below first. 
 
3.1 The Indexing Structure 
 

A new index structure in our proposed algorithm is designed to raise the efficiency of 
average-utility mining. With the structure, the transactions to be handled do not need to be 
actually projected into a sub-database for mining. The structure is an index table with two 
fields: transaction identifier and last item position. Each itemset is associated with a table 
which will be dynamically generated whenever necessary. The transaction identifier field 
keeps the identifiers of the transactions in which the itemset to be processed appears. The 
last item position field keeps the position of the last item in the itemset in the corre-
sponding transaction.  

Besides, an index table of an itemset with n items can be easily derived from the index 
table of its preceding sub-itemset with n − 1 items (called prefix itemset). For example, the 
prefix itemset of the itemset {ABC} is {AB}. The index table of the itemset {ABC} can thus 
be derived by checking the transactions indexed by the index table of its prefix itemset 
{AB}. The index table can imitate the projection technique to really project the transaction 
data required by the prefix currently being processed. An example is then given below to 
illustrate the building and usage of the index table. 

Assume the three transactions to be processed are Trans1: {1A, 2C, 1D}, Trans2: {1B, 
25C} and Trans3: {1B, 12C}, where numbers represent quantities and symbols represent 
items, as shown in Table 1. There are four items in the transactions, denoted as A to D, and 
their profits are 3, 10, 1 and 6, respectively. Also, a minimum average-utility threshold is 
set at 20. The maximum utility values of the three transactions in Table 1 are 6, 25 and 12.  

First, the average-utility upper bound and the actual average-utility values of each 
item are found. Take the item B as an example. It appears in the two transactions, Trans2  
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Table 1. The transaction data used in 
the example. 

 Table 2. The index table for the 1-itemset 
{B} in the set of HAUUB1. 

TID Items  Transaction Identifier Last Item Position 
Trans1 1A, 2C, 1D  2 1 
Trans2 1B, 25C  3 1 
Trans3 1B, 12C    

 
and Trans3, and their maximum utility values are 25 and 12. In addition, its quantity values 
in the two transactions are all 1, and its profit value and itemset length are 10 and 1. The 
average-utility upper bound value and the actual average-utility value of the item B can be 
then calculated as 25 + 12 (= 37) and ((1 * 10) + (1 * 10))/1 (= 20), respectively. By the 
same way, the average-utility upper bounds of the four items, A, B, C, and D, are 6, 37, 43 
and 6, respectively, and their actual average-utility values are 3, 20, 39 and 6.  

Next, the high average-utility upper bound 1-itemsets (HAUUB1) and high average- 
utility 1-itemsets (HAU1) are found. In this example, only the two 1-itemsets, {B} and {C}, 
are put in the set of HAUUB1 since their average-utility upper bound values satisfy the 
minimum average-utility threshold (= 20). Also, the actual average-utility values of the 
two itemsets in the set of HAUUB1 are larger than the minimum average-utility threshold. 
They are then put in the set of HAU1 as well. Next, the 1-itemset {B} in the set of HAUUB1 
is first processed in its alphabetical order, and the index table for it is then built, as shown 
in Table 2. 

In Table 2, the content of the first tuple is (2, 1), where ‘2’ means that the itemset {B} 
appears in the second transaction and ‘1’ means that the last item B from the itemset {B} is 
the first item in the second transaction {1B, 25C}. By the index table of {B}, each trans-
action associated with {B} can be efficiently found, and then the 2-itemsets with {B} as 
their prefix itemset are quickly found. In this example, only one 2-itemset {BC} is pro-
duced in the two transactions indexed by the index table of {B}, and its average-utility 
upper-bound and actual average-utility values in the indexed transactions are then found 
as 37 and 28.5, respectively. For the itemset {BC}, since its average-utility upper bound 
and actual average-utility values satisfy the minimum average-utility threshold (= 20), it 
is put in the set of HAUUB2 with {B} and in the set of HAU2 with {B}. The next itemset 
to be processed is {BC} in the set of HAUUB2 with {B} after the process of prefix {B} is 
done. Then, the index table of {BC} can be easily derived from only the transactions ap-
pearing in the index table of {B}, as shown in Table 3.  
 

Table 3. The index table for the 2-itemset {BC} with the prefix item {B}. 
Transaction Identifier Last Item Position 

2 2 
3 2 

 
However, since no 3-itemsets can be produced in the transactions linked by the index 

table of {BC}, the process of finding high average-utility 3-itemsets with the prefix {BC} 
is terminated. In addition, no other 2-itemsets exist in the set of HAUUB2 with the prefix 
{B}, the next prefix to be processed is thus {C}. The above process is recursively per-
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formed until all the 1-itemsets in the set of HAUUB1 have been done. As described in this 
example, the indexing structure in the proposed algorithm can speed up the execution 
efficiency in finding high average-utility itemsets (HAU) from a database.  
 
3.2 The Pruning Strategy 
 

In this study, a simple pruning approach is designed to reduce the number of unprom-
ising candidates for mining. Its main concept is that all the items appearing in the currently 
processed set of high average-utility upper bound itemsets of r items (HAUUBr) are gath-
ered in the recursive mining process. The additional (r + 1)th item of each generated (r + 
1)-itemset will be checked for whether it is appeared in the set of gathered items or not. 
If it is, the generated (r + 1)-itemset will be put in the set of (r + 1)-itemsets; otherwise, it 
is pruned. An example is given below to illustrate the pruning effectiveness of unprom-
ising candidate itemsets in the mining process.  

Assume there is a transaction {1A, 3B, 2C, 1D, 3E, 2F}, where numbers represent 
quantities and symbols represent items. Also assume the current prefix sub-itemset is the 
1-itemset {A}, and the set of HAUUB2 includes the two 2-itemsets, {AC} and {AE} after 
the process of finding high average-utility itemsets with {A} as their prefix. Then, since 
mining procedure of prefix {A} has been done, the next prefix in the set of HAUUB with 
the prefix {A} in their alphabetical order is {AC} as described in section 3.1. All the items 
appearing in the current set of HAUUB2 with {A} as their prefix are then gathered, which 
contain A, C and E. The 3-itemset {ACE} with {AC} as its prefix must thus include item 
{E} since only {E} in addition to {A} and {C} appears in the set of the gathered items. By 
using the pruning strategy, other 3-itemsets {ACD} and {ACF} in the transaction cannot 
then be produced. As seen in this example, the number of unpromising candidates can be 
reduced. The pruning strategy can thus speed up the execution efficiency of our proposed 
algorithm. 

3.3 The Projection-Based Average-Utility Mining Algorithm with Index Tables 

Input: A set of items, each with a profit value; a transaction database, in which each trans-
action includes a subset of items with quantities; the minimum average-utility threshold λ.  
Output: A final set of high average-utility itemsets (HAU). 
Step 1: For each yth transaction Transy in D, do the following substeps, 

1.1 Calculate the utility value uyj of each jth item iyj in Transy as: 

uyj = syj * qyj, 

where syj is the profit of item iyj and qyj is the quantity of iyj. 
1.2 Find the maximal utility value muy in Transy as: 

muy = max{uy1, uy2, …, uyj}, 

where uyj is the utility of the jth item iyj in Transy. 
Step 2: For each item I in D, do the following substeps, 

2.1 Calculate the average-utility upper bound ubI of each item I as the summation of 
the maximum utility values of the transactions which include the item I. That is: 
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where uyI is the utility of the item I in Transy and |I| is the number of items in I. 
Step 3: Do the following substeps for each item I in the set of candidate 1-itemsets. 

3.1 If the average-utility upper bound of I is larger than or equal to the minimum av-
erage-utility threshold, put it in the set of high average-utility upper bound 1- 
itemsets, HAUUB1. 

3.2 If the actual average-utility of I satisfies the minimum average-utility threshold, 
put it in the set of high average-utility 1-itemsets, HAU1. 

Step 4: Process each itemset I in the set of HAUUB1 in alphabetical order by the follow-
ing substeps. 

4.1 Build the index table ITI of I, in which each tuple consists of two fields: transac-
tion identifier and the last item position of I in the corresponding transaction. 

4.2 Set r = 1, where r represents the number of items in the processed itemset. 
4.3 Find all the high average-utility itemsets with I as their prefix item by the Find-

ing-HAU(I, ITI, r) procedure. Let the set of returned high average-utility itemsets 
be HAUI. 

Step 5: Output the set of high average-utility itemsets in all the HAUI. 
 
After step 5, all the high average-utility itemsets are found. The Finding-HAU(x, ITx, 

r) procedure finds all the high average-utility itemsets with the r-itemset x as their prefix 
and is stated as follows. 

 
The Finding-HAU(x, ITx, r) procedure 
Input: A prefix r-itemset x and its corresponding index table ITx.  
Output: The high average-utility itemsets with x as its prefix sub-itemset. 
PStep 1: Initialize the temporary itemset table as an empty table, in which each tuple con-

sists of three fields: itemset, average-utility upper bound (ub), and actual aver-
age-utility (au). 

PStep 2: Acquire the items appearing in the set of HAUUBr and denote them as Sr. 
PStep 3: Do the following substeps for each tuple in the index table of the given prefix 

r-itemset x. 
3.1 Get the transaction identifier t and the last item position p of x from the tuple. 
3.2 Link to the transaction t through the identifier. 
3.3 Get each item I located after p in t. 
3.4 Check whether I appears in Sr or not. If it does, then generate the (r + 1)-item- 

set composed of the prefix r-itemset x and I, put it in the temporary itemset table, 
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and add its maximum utility and actual average-utility in the corresponding 
fields in the itemset table; otherwise, omit the item. 

PStep 4: Do the following substeps for each (r + 1)-itemset s in the itemset table. 
4.1 If the average-utility upper bound of s is larger than or equal to the minimum 

average-utility threshold, put it in the set of HAUUBr+1. 
4.2 If the actual average-utility of s is larger than or equal to minimum average- 

utility threshold, put it in the set of HAUr+1. 
PStep 5: Do the following substeps for each high average-utility upper bound itemset s in 

the set of HAUUBr+1 with x as their prefix itemset in alphabetical order. 
5.1 Build the index table ITs for itemset s from the index table ITx for x by keeping 

the tuples with s and its positions in the corresponding transactions.  
5.2 Recursively find all the high utility itemsets with s as their prefix items by in-

voking the Finding-HAU(s, ITs, r + 1) procedure. Let the set of returned high 
utility itemsets be HAUs. 

PStep 6: Return the set of high average-utility itemsets in all the HAUx. 

4. AN EXAMPLE 

In this section, a simple example is given to show how the proposed algorithm can 
easily be used to find high average-utility itemsets from a set of transactions. Assume there 
are ten transactions shown in Table 4 for mining. Each transaction consists of two features, 
transaction identification (TID) and items purchased. There are six items in the transactions, 
respectively denoted as A to F. The value attached to each item in the corresponding slot 
is the quantity sold in the transactions. Also, assume that the profit values for the six items 
in this example are defined as 3, 10, 1, 6, 5, and 2, respectively.  

Moreover, the minimum average-utility threshold is set as 25. The proposed mining 
algorithm proceeds as follows in order to find high average-utility itemsets (HAU) from the 
transaction data in Table 4. 

Table 4. The set of ten transaction data in this example. 
TID A B C D E F 

Trans1 1 0 2 1 1 1 
Trans2 0 1 25 0 0 0 
Trans3 0 0 0 0 2 1 
Trans4 0 1 12 0 0 0 
Trans5 2 0 8 0 2 0 
Trans6 0 0 4 1 0 1 
Trans7 0 0 2 1 0 0 
Trans8 3 2 0 0 2 3 
Trans9 2 0 0 1 0 0 
Trans10 0 0 4 0 2 0 

 
Step 1: Maximum utility mu value of each transaction in the transaction data in Table 2. 

Take the second transaction (Trans2) as an example. Trans2 includes the two items, 
B and C, and their quantity values are 1 and 25. Also, their profit values are 10 and 
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1. Their utility values can be then calculated as 1 × 10 (= 10) and 25 × 1 (= 25), 
respectively, and thus the maximum utility for Trans2 is 25. All the other transac-
tions in Table 2 can be similarly processed, and thus the maximum utility values 
for the ten transactions are found as 6, 25, 10, 12, 10, 6, 6, 20, 6, and 10, respec-
tively. 

Step 2: After this step is done, the results for the average-utility upper bound (ub) and 
actual average-utility (au) values of all the items in Table 4 are shown in Table 5. 

 

Table 5. The average-utility upper bound and the average-utility values for the items. 
1-itemset ub au 

{A} 42 24 
{B} 57 40 
{C} 75 57 
{D} 24 24 
{E} 56 45 
{F} 42 12 

 
Step 3: The five 1-itemsets in Table 5, {A}, {B}, {C}, {E} and {F}, are put in the set of 

HAUUB1 since their average-utility upper-bounds satisfy the minimum threshold 
(= 25). In addition, actual average-utility values of the other four items among 
them in addition to {F} satisfy the threshold (= 25), and thus they are put in the 
set of HAU1. 

Step 4: The five 1-itemsets in the set of HAUUB1 are sequentially processed in their al-
phabetical order, and 1-itemset {A} is thus processed first, and its index table in-
cludes four tuples, (1, 1), (5, 1), (8, 1), and (9, 1), respectively. The variable r is 
then set at 1, where r represents the number of items in the itemsets to be proc-
essed. All high average-utility itemsets with the prefix itemset {A} are then found 
by the Finding-HAU(x, ITx, r) procedure with the parameters x = {A}, ITx = IT{A} 
and r = 1. The details of the Finding-HAU(x, ITx, r) procedure executed on this 
example are described below. 

 
PStep 1: The temporary itemset table is initialized as an empty table, in which each tuple 

consists of three fields: itemset, average-utility upper bound (ub) of the itemset, 
and actual average-utility (au) of the itemset. 

PStep 2: The items appearing in the current set of HAUUBr are acquired, and denoted as 
Sr. For now, r = 1, and only the five 1-itemsets, {A}, {B}, {C}, {E} and {F} are 
kept in the set of HAUUB1. They are then denoted as S1. 

PStep 3: The following substeps are done for each tuple in the index table of the given 
prefix 1-itemset {A}. The index table of {A} includes the four tuples, (1, 1), (5, 
1), (8, 1), and (9, 1), respectively. For the first tuple is (1, 1), it represents that 
{A} appears in the first transaction and the last item position of the itemset {A} 
in the transaction is 1. The postfix items include C, D, E, and F, and then these 
items are sequentially checked to see whether they exist in S1 or not. Since only 
the three items C, E and F exist in S1, the 2-itemsets with the prefix {A} are gen-
erated from Trans1 as {AC}, {AE} and {AF}.  
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Table 6. The temporary itemset table with the prefix item {A} in this example. 
2-itemset ub au 

{AB} 20 14.5 
{AC} 16 7 
{AE} 36 21.5 
{AF} 26 10 

 
Next, since the maximum utility value of Trans1 is 6, and the actual average-utility 

values of the three 2-itemset {AC}, {AE} and {AF} in Trans1 are 2.5, 4 and 2.5, these val-
ues are added in the corresponding field values of the itemset table. All the other tuples 
in the index table of {A} can be processed in the same way. The 2-itemset table with the 
prefix {A} is shown in Table 6.  
 
PStep 4: In Table 6, the two 2-itemsets {AE} and {AF} are high average-utility upper 

bound 2-itemsets and are put in current HAUUB2. Also, no high average-utility 
2-itemsets with the prefix {A} are found in the example.  

PStep 5: The 2-itemset {AE} in current set of HAUUB2 with prefix itemset {A} is first 
processed in their alphabetical order. The index table of {AE} can be directly 
built from the index table of {A}. Thus, the index table IT{AE} of {AE} only in-
cludes the three tuples (1, 4), (5, 3), and (8, 3), respectively. Note that the proc-
ess of checking can be terminated early if the item to be checked does not ap-
pear in a transaction but another item with a later prefix order appears. For the 
above example, if the item E does not appear in the first transaction, then the 
checking can be early terminated if an item with a prefix order after E appears 
(like F in the example) by their alphabetical order. 

 
After the index table for {AE} has been built, the high average-utility itemsets with 

the prefix itemset {AE} are then found by recursively invoking the Finding-HAU(x, ITx, r) 
procedure with the parameters x = {AE}, ITx = IT{AE} and r = 2. According to the index 
table of {AE}, only the 3-itemset {AEF} with the prefix itemset {AE} is generated and put 
in the temporary itemset table. Its average-utility upper bound utility and the actual aver-
age-utility in the temporary table are 26 and 11.67, respectively. Since only its average- 
utility upper bound satisfies the minimum average-utility threshold (= 25), {AEF} is put in 
the current HAUUB3. All the high average-utility itemsets with the prefix itemset {AEF} 
are then found by invoking the Finding-HAU(x, ITx, r) procedure again, with x = {AEF}, 
ITx = IT{AEF} and r = 3. In this example, no 4-itemsets with the prefix itemset {AEF} are 
existed in the index table of {AEF}. The process of finding high average-utility itemsets 
with the prefix {AEF} is thus stopped. The next itemset to be processed is then {AF} in 
HAUUB2. The above process is recursively executed until all the 1-itemsets in HAUUB1 
are processed. Only the two itemsets, {C} and {BC}, are high average-utility itemsets, and 
their actual average-utility values are 57 and 28.5.  

 
Step 5: In this example, the two itemsets in the set of HAU are output to users. 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

A series of experiments were conducted to compare the performance of the proposed 
projection-based average-utility approach (PBAU) and the two-phase average-utility ap-
proach (TPAU) [9] for different parameters. They were implemented in J2SDK 1.5.0 and 
executed on a PC with 3.0 GHz CPU and 1 GB memory. 

5.1 Experimental Datasets 

To show the practical performance, two real public datasets, BMS-POS and chess [6], 
were used in the experiments. These datasets were used in the KDDCUP 2000 competition. 
The BMS-POS collected several years of point-of-sale data from a large electronics re-
tailer, making it very suitable as a test dataset in the experiments. The details of this data-
set were follows. Each transaction consisted of all the product categories purchased by a 
customer at one time. There were 515,597 transactions in this dataset and the total number 
of different items was 1,657. In addition, the maximal length of a transaction was 164 and 
the average length of the transactions was 6.5. On the other hand, a dense dataset chess [6] 
was used to evaluate the practical effectiveness of the proposed pruning strategy in terms 
of candidate itemsets and execution efficiency. There were 3,196 records in the real data-
set chess, the total number of different items was 75, and the average length of the records 
was 37.  

Besides, a public IBM data generator was also used in our experiments [8] to generate 
required datasets. The parameters, T, I, N, and D represented the average length of items 
per transaction, the average length of maximal potentially frequent itemsets, the total 
number of different items, and the total number of transactions, respectively. In this work, 
we also developed a simulation model, which was similar to that used in Liu et al. [13], to 
generate the quantities of the items in the transactions. Each quantity ranged among 1 to 
5 according to the described way in [13]. Moreover, for each dataset generated, a corre-
sponding utility table was also produced in which a profit value in the range from 0.01 to 
10.00 was randomly assigned to an item. Fig. 1 showed the profit-value distribution of all 
the items generated by the simulation model in the utility table. 
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Fig. 1. The profit-value distribution in the real dataset. 

 
5.2 Evaluation of the Pruning Strategy 

Experiments were first made on the dataset, chess, to evaluate the effectiveness of our  
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Fig. 2. The difference in the numbers of candidate 

itemsets along with different thresholds. 
Fig. 3. The execution time of the two algorithms 

along with different thresholds. 

 
proposed pruning strategy. Here the proposed PBAU algorithm without the pruning strat-
egy was abbreviated as PBAU-wps. Figs. 2 and 3 showed the difference between the num-
bers of candidate itemsets, and execution efficiency required by the two algorithms, PBAU 
and PBAU-wps, for the chess dataset with the thresholds varying from 0.70% to 0.60%, 
respectively.  

In these figures, it could be observed that the execution time and the numbers of can-
didates required by the PBAU algorithm with the pruning strategy were obviously less than 
those required by the PBAU-wps algorithm. The main reason for this was that the proposed 
strategy could effectively avoid generating unnecessary itemsets for mining. As a result, 
PBAU was more likely to prune candidate itemsets when compared to PBAU-wps. Also, 
the execution efficiency of PBAU was better than that of PBAU-wps. 
 
5.3 Evaluation on Synthetic Datasets 
 

Experiments were then made to evaluate the performance of the two algorithms. Figs. 
4 and 5 showed the difference in the number of candidates generated and the memory us-
age required by the algorithms on the T10I4N4K datasets with different data sizes vary-
ing from 100K to 500K when the minimum average-utility threshold (min_autil) was set 
at 0.1%. Note that HAU represented the number of high average-utility itemsets. In addi-
tion, Fig. 6 showed the execution time on the T10I4N4KD200K dataset for different thresh-
olds varying from 0.10% to 0.02%.  
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Fig. 4. The difference in the numbers of candidate 

itemsets along with different minimum aver-
age-utility thresholds. 

Fig. 5. The difference in the memory cost long with 
different minimum average-utility thresholds. 
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Fig. 6. The execution time along with different minimum average-utility thresholds. 

 
It was seen from these figures that the proposed PBAU approach obviously performed 

better than the traditional TPAU algorithm for the synthetic datasets with regard to the 
number of candidate itemsets, memory requirement and execution efficiency. The main 
reason was that the proposed PBAU algorithm adopted the prefix concept to efficiently 
find high average-utility itemsets. In addition, it used the designed pruning strategy to 
effectively reduce the number of unpromising candidates in the recursive mining process. 
The additional memory requirement from the index tables was less than that from copy-
ing the original database for mining. With the indexing technique presented in this work, 
the proposed PBAU algorithm could thus find high average-utility itemsets with only a 
little additional load. The effects were even better when the minimum average-utility 
threshold value decreased. 

On the other hand, although the performance of the PBAU algorithm was not evalu-
ated when the database could not be fitted into the memory, the concept of partition tech-
niques [11, 16] could be applied to the proposed algorithm to effectively accomplish the 
mining task. A large database could be divided into several sub-databases which could be 
fitted into the memory by using the partition techniques. The identifier of each transaction 
in each sub-database could be recorded and kept into the memory by using indexing strat-
egy. Thus, transactions in each sub-database could be quickly accessed by the indexing 
structure to find high average-utility itemsets. A large-scale database could thus still be 
efficiently processed by the proposed algorithm when the partition techniques [11, 16] 
were adopted. 
 
5.4 Evaluation on a Real Dataset 
 

The real dataset BMS-POS was used to evaluate the performance of the two algo-
rithms PBAU and TBAU under different thresholds. Fig. 7 showed the difference in the 
number of candidates generated by the algorithms for different thresholds, varying from 
1.00% to 0.20%. Fig. 8 showed the difference in the memory cost consumed by the algo-
rithms for different thresholds, varying from 1.00% to 0.20%. Finally, Fig. 9 showed exe-
cution time for different thresholds, varying from 1.00% to 0.20%. As could be seen, the 
performance of the proposed PBAU approach was better than that of the traditional TPAU 
algorithm on the real dataset BMS-POS when the minimum average-utility threshold value 
decreased. The reason was the same as that mentioned previously. The performance of 
PBAU was thus better than that of TPAU for discovering the high average-utility itemsets 
in the real dataset BMS-POS. 
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Fig. 7. The difference in the numbers of candidate 

itemsets along with different thresholds. 
Fig. 8. The difference in the memory cost along with 

different thresholds. 
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Fig. 9. The execution time of the two algorithms along with different thresholds. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have proposed an efficient projection-based average-utility mining 
approach (PBAU), to achieve the average-utility mining task. In particular, an indexing 
structure is designed to quickly link the transactions of each itemset to be processed in the 
database. By using the structure, the proposed algorithm can directly generate the required 
itemsets from the transactions in the mining process. In addition, the original database is 
not copied for each itemset to find high average-utility itemsets, but instead, they are di-
rectly extracted through the indexing structure. The memory consumed is thus less than 
that needed by directly copying the original database for mining. Finally, the proposed 
pruning strategy could effectively skip unpromising itemsets and thus further save time. 
The experimental results show that the memory requirement was less than that needed by 
the traditional TPAU algorithm, and the proposed PBAU algorithm was able to execute 
faster than TPAU for the two real dataset BMSPOS and chess.  
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